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Suppose that m is an odd positive integer and that A is an integral Cayley 
number which is primitive mod m. The principal result of Section 1 is the follow- 
ing theorem. 
THEOREM 1. If  N(A) = O(m), where m is odd and A is primitive mod m. 
then A has exactly 16 right (left) divisors of norm m. 
The 16 divisors of A may be separated into two sets, those of one set being the 
negatives of those in the other set. A matrix M whose columns are the com- 
ponents of the divisors in one of these sets is called a divisor matrix of norm m, 
of A. If  M is a divisor matrix and P a permutation matrix then MP is also a 
divisor matrix. Two divisor matrices, MI and Mz , norm m are called equivalent 
if MI = M,P, P a permutation matrix. The main property of divisor matrices 
is given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose M is a divisor matrix of norm m and p is any prime 
dividing m. Then M’M = ml and M has rank four mod p. 
Section 2 answers the following questions: 
(1) When is the converse of Theorem 2 (above) true? 
(2) How may right divisor matrices be distinguished from left divisor 
matrices? 
(3) what is the effect of multiplying a divisor matrix on the left by a per- 
mutation matrix? 
(4) How many divisors may be specified? 
(5) Under what conditions will two Cayley numbers, whose norms are 
divisible by m, have the same right (left) divisors? 
It is shown that every matrix, M, , which has rank four modp and satisfied 
M,‘M, = pcI is a divisor matrix. Furthermore, it is shown that a matrix can 
be represented in the form 
M, = P [“o’“;] Cl = P[ylU, 
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where P is a permutation, 1 U 1 = * 1, and 1 V 1 = f  l(pe). The following 
theorems are then demonstrated. 
THEOREM 1. lf M, has the above property, and if 
M, = P[yl(l = Q[WT 
then / P 1 . j V i = 1 Q / . 1 W / (p*). The common sign modp” is an invariant 
for MD, denoted by s(M,). 
Questions (1) and (2) are answered by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. I f  M’M = ml, and if M has rank four modp for every p dividing 
m then there is a matrix of the type M, such that M,U = M. Furthermore, M 
is a right divisor matrix if and only if all s(M,) = 1. M is a left divisor matrix 
if‘and only if all s(M,) = - 1. 
Question (3) is answered by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. I f  M is a divisor matrix of norm m define s(M) = 1 or -1 
according as M is a right or left divisor matrix. I f  P is a permutation matrix then 
PM is a divisor matrix and s(PM) = 1 P / * s(M). 
Question (4) is answered by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. If  N(A) E N(B) = O(m), A and Bprimitive mod m, then A and 
B have the same set of right (left) divisors of norm m if and only if A = tB(m) 
for some t E Z. 
Finally Question (5) is answered by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. If  C, , C, , C, are linearly independent mod p. for each p dividing 
m, and if (C,, Ci) = O(m)@, j = 1,2,3) then there exist A and B, N(A) = 
N(B) = O(m) such that AC, z CiB = O(m). If  A’ and B’ also satisfy these con- 
gruences then A’ = tA(m) and B’ 3 sB(m)(s, t E Z). 
INTRODUCTION-NOTATION 
In order to describe the ring investigated in this dissertation we first 
introduce the Lipschitz ring dp of integral quaternions. We define 2 as 
follows. Consider three symbols i, j, k satisfying 
i2 = j2 = k2 = -1, ij = k, jk = i, ki = j. 
The ring 9 consists of all expressions of the form 
X = x, + x,i + x2j + x,k, 
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where xi are rational integers. W = x,, - x,i - xJ - x,k is called the 
conjugate of X. The ring % of integral Cayley numbers is the set of all 
expressions of the form A, + A,v with A, and A, in 9, where multi- 
plication is defined by 
(A, + A,V)(B, + B2v) = (A,B, - B,A2) + @,A, + A24b. 
V may now be described as the set of all integral linear combinations of 
the form 
a,, + a,i + azj + a,k + a,v + a,iv + a& + a&v. 
The expression A = a, - a,i - ... - a,kv = A, - Aev is called the con- 
jugate of A. The expression N(A) = AA = AA = ao2 + *.e + a,2 = 
iV(A,) + N(A,) is called the norm of A. 
We now describe some of the properties of the rings 9 and V. The 
ring 9 is a ring in the ordinary sense, i.e., it is associative (but not commu- 
tative). In the ring V we lose not only the commutativity but associativity. 
There are, however, certain situations when the associative law holds. 
Among them are 
A(AB) = (AA)B = (BA)A = B(AA) = zv(A)B, 
A(AB) = A2B, (BA)A = BA2, 
(AB)(CA) = A[(BC)A] = [A(BC)]A (the Moufang identity), 
also, %? is an alternative algebra. That is, the expression (AB)C - A(BC) 
changes sign under odd permutations of the arguments and is invariant 
under even permutation of the arguments. 
If A = a, + ... + a,kv and B = b, + .*. + b,kv then the expression 
(A, B) = a,$,, + *** + a,b, = 1/2{iV(A + B) - N(A) - NB)] 
enjoys the following properties. It is a symmetric bilinear form in the 
coefficients of A and B. We also have (A, A) = N(A), (A, BC) = 
(AC, B) = @A, C), (AB, CB) = (A, C) . N(B). If (A, B) = 0, A and B 
will be called orthogonal. These and other facts may be found in [2]. 
Given a positive integer n we will write A = B mod n, or A = B(n), 
if ai = b,(n) (i = O,..., 7). This is a congruence relation with respect to 
addition and multiplication. We also have (A, , Bl) = (A2 , B,)(n) and 
N(A,) = N(A,)(n), if A, = A,(n) and Bl = B,(n). A will be called primitive 
mod n if its components are prime to n. If A E VP, or if V C %‘, the symbol 
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A, , or -Y;, , will denote the residue class determined by A, or the residue 
classes determined by the elements of V, mod n. gD (or 6p,) may be 
regarded as vector spaces over the field Z/(p) (Z = the ring of rational 
integers). If X, ,..., X, are in V, the symbol (X1 ,..., X,), means the space 
generated by the integral linear combinations of X, ,..., X, modp. A set 
VP, V C Gs’, is called isotropic if N(X) = O(p) for every X in V. In 
Section 2 we will use the following fact. Let (X1 ,..., X,), be a subspace 
of VP, with basis X, ,..., X, , mod p, which is isotropic. Then gV contains 
a subspace of the type (X, , Y,), 1 -.- _L (X, , Y,), , where (Xi, Yi) + 
O(p) (i = l,..., n). 1 stands for an orthogonal direct sum. This last 
statement implies that n < 4. This fact may be found in [l]. 
Unless otherwise specified capital italic letters will denote elements of 
V? while small italic letters will denote elements of Z. The letter p will 
always denote an odd prime. The symbols R(A, p), L(A, p), R’(A, p), 
L’(A, p) will stand for the vector spaces {XA I XE U}, , {AX 1 XE U>, , 
{X I XA E O(p)}, , {X I AX = O(p)}, , respectively. 
1 
We begin this section by proving the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let X = x0 + x,i + ... -I- x,kv, and let m be an odd 
positive integer with 1 = (m, x,, ,..., x,). Zf N(X) 3 O(m) then X has 
exactly 16 right divisors of norm m and exactly 16 left divisors of norm m. 
The proof which we give here is due to Pall and Todd. The theorem is 
proved in several steps. In what follows, m and X will have the properties 
described in Theorem 1. Some of the lemmas which are stated follow by 
means of relatively simple calculations. Hence, their proofs will be 
omitted. 
LEMMA 1. The linear mapping induced on %’ by I -+ 1, i + j, j + iv, 
k -+ kv, v -+ i, iv -+ -k, v - v, kv -+ jv is a norm-preserving automorphism 
which will be denoted by u. Furthermore, (T has order seven and each power 
of o has determinant one. 
LEMMA 2. Consider X = x0 + -3. + x,kv = X, + Xzv(Xi E 9). Sup- 
pose N(X) = O(p) and (p, x0 ,..., x7) = 1. Zf N(XJ = O(p) then we can 
find an automorphism #, from Lemnia 1, such that 4(X) = Y, + Y,v( Yi E 9) 
has WY,) + O(p). 
Proof. Abbreviate xr2 + xs2 as (rs) and xr2 + xs2 + xt2 + xu2 by 
(rstu). If p divides (0123), (0145), (0167) then (on adding) p divides (01). 
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Similarly p divides (02) and (03). Hence, (on adding) p divides x0 , x1 , xz , 
xQ . Also p divides (45), (46), and (47), hence, x., , xg , xs , x, . 
LEMMA 3. Let X = XI + X&Xi E 9). Then the number of ordered 
pairs Y, Z satisfying 
X=ZY, N(Y) = m, (1) 
x = YZ, N(Y) = m (1’) 
is equal to the number of elements Y such that X7 E O(m) with N(Y) = m 
and, hence, is equal to the number of pairs Y, , Y,( Yi E 9) satisfying 
X,Fl + 7=2x, E 0, X,Y, - Y,X, = O(m), (2) 
FlYI + F2Y, = m. (3) 
Completely analogous statements holdfor Y on the left if the congruences (2) 
are replaced by 
FIXI + 8, Y, = 0, X,Tl - Y,X, 3 O(m). (2’) 
LEMMA 4. Let p” divide N(X) and assume N(X,) (hence, N(X,)) prime 
to p. Then each of the congruences in (2) is equivalent to the single condition 
N(X,) TI = -x,Y,X,(p’). (4) 
For Y on the left we have 
-- 
N(X,) Y, = X,~,&(P’). (4’) 
LEMMA 5. Set 
w, = w. + w,i + wzj + w& and W, = w4 + w,i + w,j + w7k 
and assume the hypotheses of Lemma 4. Choose h such that hN(X,) = l(p”). 
Then every solution of (4) or (4’) is comprised in the formula 
or 
yz = w,, Y, = -hX,W,X, t-p” WI (5) 
-- 
y, = w, 3 Y = -hX, W,X, + p”W, (5’) 
for arbitrary WI , W, in 9. Hence, (4) and (4’) are expressed by the following 
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integral linear substitutions of determutant p4e on the components y,, ,..., y, 
OfY 
(Yo ,..*, y7)’ = [Pi’ I”] (wll ,..., 4’. 
LEMMA 8. Let S and T be integral square matrices of the same order 
k, with coprime determinants s, t. Then there exists a square matrix N 
of determinant st such that N = SK = TL, where K and L are integral 
matrices of order k. 
Proof. See Lemma 6 of [4, p. 3541. 
LEMMA 9. Zn Lemma 8, let 01 denote an integral matrix with k rows and 
one column. Then S--%X and T-la: are integral if and only if N-%X is integral. 
Proof. If S% is integral then K-lS-lol is integral mod s. If T-la is 
integral then L-lT-& is integral mod t. Since (s, t) = 1, N-QY is integral. 
Conversely, if N-la is integral then S-%X = K(N-lol) is integral. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1. If p divides m and 
N(X,) = O(p) then we may apply one of the automorphisms of Lemma 1 
to secure N(X,) + O(p). Hence, for each pe in m there is an integral matrix 
Sp of determinant p47 such that, if 01 denotes the column vector with 
the same components yi as Y, XT = O(p”) if and only if S;‘CX is integral. 
By Lemmas 8 and 9 there is an integral matrix N of determinant m4 such 
that XT = O(p”) for each p in m if and only if N-%X is integral, i.e., 
01 = NC with 5 integral. The transformation (y. = N< replaces. N(Y) = 
yo2 = ... = Y,~ by a form 2biiwiwj . For arbitrary integers w0 ,..., w, the 
numbers y,, ,..., y, given by a! = NC satisfied Xy = O(m), hence, 
(XF)Y = 0 or X(yo2 + ... + Y,~) = O(m). But X is primitive mod m. 
Hence, ,Ebiiwiwj is an integer divisible by the odd integer m, for any 
integers w0 ,..., w, . Hence, by a familiar argument (take one or two of the 
wi equal to 1, the rest 0), bij = mcij , and the number of factorizations 
(1) equals the number of representations of 1 by the form Zcijwiwj in 
integers w0 ,..., w, . But Zcijwiwj has been derived from Zyiz by an integral 
transformation of determinant m4, and then cancelling m. Hence, ZCijWiWi 
is positive definite and of determinant 1 . (m”)“/m* = 1. Setting Y = X 
if N(X) is odd or Y = X + m if N(X) is even we obtain Y such that 
Xr = O(m) with N(Y) odd. Hence, 5 = N-lol is integral and ZCijWiWj = 
(1 /m) zyi2 is odd. Since Zcijwiwj is positive definite, of determinant 1, and 
represents odd numbers we know it is in the class of Zti2a See [3]. A 
similar argument holds for Y on the left. 
In the proof of Theorem 1 the form Zyi” was transformed into the form 
mZci?wiwj by the transformation cx = NC. Let 7 denote the column 
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matrix with components t, ,..., t, . Then there is a unimodular matrix U 
such that 5 = UT transforms JYCijWiWi into ,Di2. If M = NU then the 
transformation 01 = MT carries ,?Yy: into mBi2. This says that M’IM = 
ml. Also, it is easy to see that the components of the divisors of X are the 
columns of A4 together with their negatives. Hence, if P is any permuta- 
tion matrix of order eight the columns of the matrix MP are components 
of divisors of X of norm m. Such a matrix is called a divisor matrix of 
norm m. We define two such matrices, Ml and M, , to be equivalent if 
Ml = M,P for some, permutation P. 
We now look more closely at the matrices from which N was composed. 
By applying a suitable automorphism to 97 some permutation of (y, ,..., y,)’ 
is expressible in the form (6). By applying the inverse of this automorphism 
we obtain 
(Yo ,-**, y,)’ = s [“(I I”] (w. ,...) w,)‘. 
Hence 
M = S [p;’ “;1 K, (7) 
where j K 1 is prime to p. From this we see that M has rank four mod p. 
We also note that 
Thus, V’V E -Z(p’) and 1 V / = &l(pe). We collect some of the above 
remarks in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Zf M is a divisor matrix then M has rank four mod p and 
satisJies M’M = ml. 
We are now able to raise the following questions: 
(1) Is the converse of Theorem 2 true? 
(2) How many divisors may be specified ? 
(3) Under what conditions will two Cayley numbers, of norm 
divisible by m, have the same right (left) divisors of norm m ? 
(4) How may we distinguish right divisor matrices from left divisor 
matrices ? 
(5) What is the effect of multiplying M on the left by a permutation 
matrix ? 
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We will answer question (1) in the affirmative. We will show that three 
Cayley numbers C, , C, , C, which are linearly independent modp (for 
each p in m) and which satisfy (Ci , Cj) = &rn (i, j = 1, 2, 3) can be 
right (left) divisors of norm m of a uniquely determined Cayley number. 
Furthermore, A and B have the same right (left) divisors of norm m if 
and only if A = tB(m) for some t. Questions (4) and (5) will be answered 
by means of the sign of 1 V 1 in Eq. (7). 
In this section a sequence of lemmas will be proved which will enable 
us to establish the statements made at the end of the last section. We 
begin with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. If N(A) = 0, but A = O(p), then each of the vector spaces 
R(A, p), L(A, p), R’(A, p), L’(A, p) is of dimension four. Furthermore, if 
N(A) = O(p’) then XA = O(pr) if and only if X = YA(pr) for some Y 
and AX = O(p*) if and only if X = AY(p’) for some Y. 
Proof. Let A = A, + Ag, Ai E 9. We will reduce the problem of 
proving that dim R(A, p) = 4 to the case where N(A,) + O(p). For, if 
N(A,) = O(p), then by Lemma 2 of Section I there exists an automorph- 
ism of V which carries A into an element B F Bl + B,v, Bi E DEP, of V 
with N(B,) + O(p). This automorphism induces an automorphism on 
gD which carries R(A, p) onto R(B, p). Now if XE 9, the map A’--+ XA 
induces an isomorphism of the vector space gP into the vector space V, , 
for XA = XA, + (A&o = O(p) implies XA, = O(p) which implies 
X = O(p). Therefore, dim R(A, p) > 4 and since R(A, p) is isotropic, 
dim R(A, p) < 4. The map which X-t XA induces on V, has R’(A, p) 
as its kernel and this implies that dim R’(A, p) = 4. Since (XA)A E O(p) 
we have R(A, p) C R’(A, p), and, therefore, R(& p) = R’(A, p) because 
the dimensions of the two spaces are equal. This means that XA = O(p) 
if and only if X = YA(p) for some Y. If now N(A) z O(pT+l) and 
XA = O(p’+l) then X z Y$pr) (by induction), and, therefore, X = 
YA +prZ(pr+‘). Upon multiplying through by A we have ZA = O(p), 
and, thus, Z = 2X(p) or prZ = pTA(p’+l), which gives 
x = (Y + p’T) A(p?‘+l). 
The results for A on the left follow by noting that X-+X induces an 
automorphism of the vector space V, taking R@, p) onto L(A, p) and 
R’(& p) onto L’(A, p). 
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Note. We have also shown that if N(A) = O(p) and A = A, + A,v 
with N(A,) + (p), Ai E 9, then given Y there exists a uniquely deter- 
mined element X of 9 such that XA = YA(p) or AX = A Y(p). Further- 
more, if N(A) + O(p) then dim R(A, p) = dim Z&4, p) = 8 and 
dim R’(A, p) = dim L’(A, p) = 0 since the map X-t XA is then an 
automorphism mod p. 
LEMMA 2. ZfN(A) = N(B) = O(p), but A + 0 $ B(p), then 
dim R(A,p) n R(B, p) = 
i 
4 $B = tA(p), 
2 f(A, B) = O(p) but B + tA(p)for any t, 
0 if64 B) + O(P). 
The same conclusions follow for dim L(A, p) n L(B, p). 
Proof. Let A = A, + A,v and B = Bl + B,v, Ai and Bi E 9’. We 
first assume that N(A,) + 0 + N(B,)(p). Now C, E R(A, p) n R(B, p) if 
and only if there exist, by the above note, elements X and Y of 9 such 
that XA E YB = C(p). The first congruence is equivalent to XA, = 
YB,(p) and AJ= B,Y(p). If N(A,)h = l(p) then the above two con- 
gruences are equivalent to X = -h&B,Y(p) and X = hYB,A,(p). 
Hence, there is C + O(p) such that C, E R(A, p) n R(B, p) if and only 
if there exists Yin 9, Y + O(p), such that (-?i,B,) Y= Y(B,A,)(p). The 
number of linearly independent solutions of this congruence is, therefore, 
the dimension in question. Notice that N(-&B,) = N(B,A,) $ O(p) 
since N(A1)- -N(A,) modp and N(B,)= -N(B,)(p). 
We now determine conditions under which the congruence 
A’YB’(p) is solvable for YE dp where A’ and B’ are given elements 
of 9 with N(A’) = N(B’) $ O(p). If A’ = a, + a,i + azj + a,k, 
B’ = b, + b,i + b2j + b,k then a simple calculation shows that the 
coefficient matrix of A’ Y - YB’ = O(p) is 
[ 
a0 - b. -al + bl -a, + b2 -a3 + b3 
~1 - 6, a0 - b. -a3 - b, a2 + b2 
a2 - b2 ~3 + b, ao - bo -a, - b, 
a3 - b3 -a2 - b, al + 4 ao - bo 
The determinant of the above matrix is 
(N(B’) - N(A’))2 + 2(ao2 - bo2)(N(B’) - N(A’)) 
+ 2(ao - bo)2W(B’) + WA’)), 
which is congruent to 4N(A’)(ao - bo)2(p) since N(A’) = N(B’) modp. 
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Thus, our congruence has a solution if and only if a,, = b,(p). The solu- 
tion space has dimension four if and only if a, = b, , ai = b&), and 
ai = +(p) (i = 1, 2, 3). This is equivalent to a, = b,(p) and ai = bi = 
O(p) which is in turn equivalent to A’ = B’ = t(p) for some t. If the 
rank of the coefficient matrix is neither zero nor four it is then a nonzero 
skew symmetric matrix of determinant zero and by elementary row and 
column operations it is easy to see that the rank is then two. We have 
shown that the dimension of the solution space of A’Y - YB’ = O(p) is 
4,2, or 0 according as A’ = B’ = t(p), A’ and B’ are not linearly indepen- 
dent modp, but a, = b,,(p) or a, $ b,,(p), respectively. 
Returning to the original congruence we set A’ = -&B, and B’ = 
B,& . Now c1,, = b,,(p) if and only if (-.&B, , 1) = (B,A, , l)(p) or 
(A,, B,) + (A,, B,) = (A, B) = O(p). A’ E B’ = t(p) if and only if 
-&B, = t(p) and B,& = t(p) or B, = htA,(p) and Bl = htA,(p), 
which is B = (ht) A(p). 
We now suppose that N(A,) + O(p) and N(B,) = O(p). In this case 
iV(B, - tA,) = -2t(A,, B,) + PN(A,). Thus, one may find t E Z so 
that N(B, - tA,) $ O(p). If we set B’ = B - tA then B’ g O(p), since 
B = tA(p) and B + O(p) imply that iV(B,) f O(p). Also N(B,‘) + O(p). 
Regardless of whether N(B’) = O(p) or N(B’) $ O(p) the criteria stated 
in the lemma are invariant when B is replaced by B’. Since (A, B’) = 
(A, B - tA) = (A, B) - t(A, A) = (A, B)(p) and B = aA( B’ = a’A(p) 
are both impossible for any a and a’ since B & O(p), B’ f O(p), and 
N(B,) + O(p). Consider now the spaces R(A, p), R(B, p), and R(B’, p). 
From the equations 
and 
XA+YB=(X+tY)A+YB’ 
XA + YB’ = (X- tY)A + YB, 
it follows that 
RCA, P) + R(B’, P) = RCA, P) + R(B, PI. 
We now have the two equations 
dim(W, P) + R(B’, P)) 
= dim R(A, p) + dim R(B’, p) - dim(R(A, p) r\ R(B’, p)) 
and 
dimtW4 P) + R(B, P)) 
= dim R(A, p) + dim@, p) - dim(R(A, p) n R(B, p)). 
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We now take the two cases N(H) + O(p) and N(R) = O(p). If N(H) f 
O(p) then, by the note at the end of Lemma 1, the above equations, and 
the fact that 
NA, PI + w, P) = RM P> + R(B’, PI, 
we have dim(R(A, p) n R(B’, p)) = dim(R(A, p) n R(R, p)) = 0. But if 
N(B’) = N(B - ?A) = -2t(A, B) + O(p) we have (A, R) f O(p). If on 
the other hand N(R) E O(p) then we have (A, B) = (A, B’) = O(p). 
But in this case we also have 
dim(R(A, p) n R(B, p)) = dim(R(A, p) n R(B’, p)) = 2. 
Since B’ now satisfies the conditions of the lemma for the case already 
proved and since A and B as well as A and B’ are linearly independent 
modp the lemma is established in this case. 
Finally, if N(A,) = N(B,) = O(p) we may secure iV(A,) + O(p) by an 
automorphism (Lemma 1 of Section 1) of V, . Since norms inner products, 
primitivity, and the dimensions of vector space are unaltered the lemma 
is proved. 
The lemma is proved for L(A, p) and L(B, p) by considering the map 
that X-+X induces on the vector space 9Y9 . For under this map R@, p) 
is carried onto L(A, p) and R(B, p) is carried onto L(B, p), as in Lemma 1, - - 
and (A, B) = (A, B) as well as A = tB(p) if and only if A = d?(p). 
LEMMA 3. Zf Cl , C, , C, are linearly independent mod p and satisfy 
(Ci , CJ = O(p) (i, j = 1, 2, 3) then there exist A, and A, primitive mod p 
such that Ale, E O(p) and CiA, = O(p) (i = 1, 2, 3). If Bl and B, also 
satisfy these congruences and are primitive mod p then Bk = tkAk(p) for 
some tk (k = 1, 2). 
Proof. We will prove that there exists an A such that ACi = O(p), 
and that BC, E O(p) implies B E tA(p). The other result will then follow 
by taking conjugates. 
Consider the spaces R(Ci , p) (i = 1, 2, 3). It will be shown that 
dim R(C, , p) n R(C, , p) A R(C,p) = 1. 
Since (C, , CJ 3 O(p), but Ci + tCi(p) for any t(i #j), it follows by 
Lemma 2 that dim R(&p) n R(C, , p) = 2 if i # j. If 
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then dim((R(C, , p) n R(Q)) + (R(C, , P) n NC,, P) = 4. Let Tl , T2 
be a basis of R(C, , p) n R(C, , p), T3, T, be a basis of R(C, , p) n R(C, , p) 
and T5 , T6 be a basis of R(C, , p) n R(C, , p) mod p. Evidently, for s and 
t any of 1 to 6, we can write T, = X&(p) and T, = X&(p) for some 
X, and X, , and we, therefore, have that (Ts , T,) = (X,Ci , X&) = 
(X, , X,) N(C) = O(p). By symmetry, we may assume that T, = Tl and 
we then have T, , T, , T, , T4 as multiples of C, ; and Tl , T5 , T, as 
multiples of C, mod p. Now since (Ts , T,) = O(p) (s, r = 1, 2, 3), and 
dim((NC, , P) n NC, , P>) + (NC, , P> n WC3 , PN = 4 we have 
dim{x,T, -/- ... + x~T~}~ = 4 because this last space is isotropic. There- 
fore, T5 = a,T, + ... + arTa from which it follows that T,c, I O(p) 
since TiCi G O(p) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). We also have T& 3 T,c, = O(p). 
Since T5 is in R(C,p) n R(C,p). By Lemma 1 0 $ T, = X,C, = X&7, = 
X&(p) for some X1, X, , X, or T, is in R(C,p) n R(C,p) n R(C, , p) 
which is a contradiction, and dim(R(C, , p) n R(C, , p) n R(C, , p)) > 0. 
If A and B, A + 0 + B(p) have residues in R(C, , p) n R(C, , p) n R(C, , p) 
then A = X&(p), and we have Aci = Be, = O(p) or C$i = C,B = 
O(p) which implies, by Lemma 1, that C, , C, , C, are all elements of 
R(A, p) n R(B, p) modp. This implies by Lemma 2, that dim(R(A, p) n 
R(B, p)) = 4, and we, therefore, have A = tB(p) for some t. 
Since Ai: = O(p), N(C) = p is equivalent to A = A’C, N(C) = p. 
Hence, this lemma says that, given three integral Cayley numbers 
C, , C, , C, which are linearly independent mod p, mutually orthogonal 
and of norm p, there are uniquely determined Cayley numbers A and B 
of which the given three are right divisors and left divisors, respectively. 
Thus, if N(A) = O(p), A + O(p), then three right (or three left) divisors 
of A of norm p uniquely determine the remaining right (or left) divisors 
of norm p. We will return to this point later. 
LEMMA 4. If C, ,..., C, are such that (Ci , Cj) = pGii (i, j = l,..., 8) 
then C, ,..., C, generate a four-dimensional space mod p. 
Proof. Since (Ci , Cj) = O(p), dim{x,C, + ... + x&}, ,< 4. Now 
x= x,c, + ... + x&,(p) if and only if (X, Ci) = O(p) for each i. For 
X = x,C, + x,C,(p) implies (X, CJ = O(p) for each i. Conversely, we 
have for any X in V, X = xlC, + ... + x& (xi rational, i = l,..., 8). 
For the condition (Ci , Cj) =p& implies that C, ,..., C, form a basis of 
the vector space {xlC, + ... + X& 1 xi rational}. NOW (X, Ci) = xip 
and (X, CJ = O(p) implies that xi is integral (i = l,..., 8). Therefore, the 
dimension d of {xlC, + ... + x,C,}, equals the number of linearly inde- 
pendent solutions of (X, CJ = O(p), (i = I,..., 8). But the rank of this 
system equals the dimension of {xlC, + ... + x,C,}, and is, therefore, 
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less than or equal to four, which implies that the dimension in question is 
exactly four. 
COROLLARY. Zf N(A) = N(B) = O(p), and A and B are primitive 
mod p, then A and B have the same right divisors of norm p if and only if 
A = tB for some t. The same statement holds regarding left divisors. 
Proof: The condition is sufficient since A = tB + pK and B = B’C 
with N(C) = p imply that A = (tB’ + KC)C. We also have B = sA + pT, 
since t + O(p) and A = A’C, N(C) = p, implies B = (sA’ C TC)C. 
Necessity follows from Lemmas 3 and 4 since both A and B then have 
three linearly independent right or three linearly independent left divisors 
of norm p in common. 
LEMMA 5. Zf C, , C, , C, are linearly independent mod p and if 
(Ci , Cj) = O(p) (i, j = 1, 2, 3), then there are two distinct subspaces of 
VP which contain residues mod p of C, , C, , and C, , are isotropic and are 
maximal with respect to the last two properties. 
Proof. By Lemma 3 there is an A, A f O(p), such that AC, = O(p) 
or A = X&(p) for some Xi (i = 1, 2, 3). NOW N(A) = O(p) and R(A, p) 
is a maximal isotropic subspace containing the residues, modp, of C, , 
C, , C, . Let (C, , C, , C, , C,), = R(A, p). V, may now be expressed as 
(Cl, B,), -L (G , B& i CC,, &ID I CC,, B41DT where NV%) = O(P) 
and (Ci , BJ # O(p) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Suppose C, , C, , C, , C form a 
basis, mod p, of a second maximal isotropic space. Then, mod p, C is an 
element of the orthogonal complement of (C, , C, , C,), which is 
(Cd, I (CA, I CC,), I (G 2 41,. Thus, 
c=xc,+yc,+zc,+ aC, + bB(p) and N(C) = 2ab(C,, B) f O(P), 
which implies that a = O(p) or b = O(p) but not both. Hence, 
(C, , C, , C, , C), must be either (C, , C, , C, , C,), or (C, , C, , C, , B), and 
since these two spaces are different this also shows that there are exactly 
two spaces of the type mentioned. 
LEMMA 6. Zf N(A) E N(B) = O(p), A and B primitive modp, then 
dim R(A, p) n L(B, p) < 4. 
Proof. Write A = A, + A,v and B = BI + Bzv, where we may 
assume, as in Lemma 2, that N(A,) $ O(p). If we assume R(A, p) = 
L(B, p) and that C, ,..., C, are the right divisors of A of norm p then they 
are also the left divisors of norm p of B, since C = XA = BY(p) with 
N(C) = p is equivalent to CA = EC z O(p) or AC = CB = O(p). Thus, 
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A = A’C and B = CB’ for some A’ and B’. If C = C, + C,v we have 
AC = (A, + A,v)(C, - C,v) = (A$, + C,A,) + (A&, - C,A,)v 
and 
CB = (c, - C,v)(B, + B,v) = (c,B, + &C,) + (B,C, - C,B,)v. 
Now AC = O(p) is equivalent to C, = -hA,C,A,(p), where N(A,)h = 
l(p). If also CB = O(p) then we must have B,C, + c,B, = O(p). Upon 
substituting C, = -hA,C,A,(p) into the last congruence we obtain -- 
-hB,A,C,A, + C,B, = O(p), which is equivalent to 
-- 
-B,A& + C,B,A, = O(p) 
-- 
or (--B,&) Cz = ~‘,(&&CP). 
The assumption that R(A, p) = L(B, p) together with Lemma 4 now -- 
imply that the congruence (-B,A,)X = w(B,&)(p) holds for all X in 9. 
If A’ and B’ are in 9 then A’X = xB’(p) holds for every X in 9 if 
and only if A’ = B’ = O(p). This is easily seen by substituting for X the 
quantities 1, i, j, and k. Applied to our congruence this gives B,& = 
BzA, = O(p), which implies that Bl = B, = O(p), and, therefore, 
B = O(p). This contradicts the primitivity of B. 
LEMMA 7. If N(A) = N(B) E O(p), A and B primitive modp then 
dim R(A, p) n L(B, p) > 0. 
Proof. Suppose dim R(A, p) n L(B, p) = 0. Then we could write 
gP = R(A, p) @ L(B, p), and since (BA), modp, is an element of the 
intersection in question we must have BA = O(p). Now given X we have 
B(XA) - (BX)A = (XB)A - X(BA) or B(XA) = (BX + XB) A(p) which 
implies, by our assumption, that B(XA) = O(p). From this last fact and 
Lemma 1 it follows that given X there is Y such that XA = BY(p). But 
this implies that R(A, p) C L(B, p). Thus, R(A, p) = L(B, p), which is 
impossible by the preceding lemma. 
LEMMA 8. If M is a maximal isotropic subspace of ED then there is an 
A in %‘, A $ O(p) such that M = R(A, p) or M = L(A, p). 
Proof. By Lemma 5 we know that dim M = 4. Let C, , C, , C, , C, 
be a basis of M modp. By Lemma 3 there is an A and a B such that 
AC, = O(p) and C,B = O(p) (i = 1, 2, 3). Since CJ = O(p) and 
BCi = O(p) we have C, , C, and C, , modp, in M, R(A, p), and L(B, p). 
By Lemma 5 two of these spaces must coincide, but by Lemma 6 it cannot 
be the last two. M must, therefore, coincide with one of R(A, p) or L(B, p). 
64'/5/6-7 
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LEMMA 9. Zf Cl , C, , C, , C, are linearly independent mod p und satisfy 
(Ci , Cj) E O(f) (r > 1, i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4) then there is an A in V, 
A + O(p), such that AC, = O(p7) or C,A = O(pc) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on r. The lemma is true for r = 1 
by Lemmas 5 and 8. Assuming the lemma for r we suppose that (Ci , Cj) = 
O(p7+l) (i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4). Since (Ci , CJ = O(p’), we may find an A, 
A $ O(p), so that, let us say, AC, = O(p7). By Lemma 1 we have 
A = X&p’) for some Xi and, therefore, N(A) = O(p’). If we choose A’ 
such that (A, A’) f O(p), as we may, then 
N(A + p7A’) = N(A) + 2pr(A, A’) + p2’N(A’) 
is zero modp’, and nonzero modp r+l if N(A) = O(p’+l). Since A = 
A + prA’(pT) we may replace A by A + p’A’, if necessary, and assume 
that AC, = O(p’), N(A) = O(p’) but N(A) + O(pr+‘). 
Now set ACi = prKi . In order to solve (A + prB) ci = O(p7f1) for 
B, it is necessary and sufficient that Ki + Be, = O(p) be solvable for B. 
We now show that this is possible. From p2’(K,, Kj) = N(A)(c, , cj) = 
N(A)(C, , Cj) = O(p2”+l) we have (Kl , Kj) = O(p). The numbers Kl , 
K, , KS , K4 are linearly independent mod p, for x,K, + ... + x,K, = O(p) 
implies that x,p7K, + ... + x,p’K, = O(p’+‘) and, therefore, that 
4x1~1 + ... + x4Cd) = O(prfl), which in turn implies that 
xlCl + ... + x,C, 3 O(p) or XIC, + ‘.. + xpc4 = O(p). 
Thus, xi G O(p). By Lemma 8 we know that there is a D in ?? with 
N(D) = O(p) and D $ O(p) such that (Kl , K2, KS, K,), = R(D, p) or 
L(D, p). We will now exclude the first possibility. Let N(A) = mpr, 
(m, p) = 1, and choose n such that nm = l(p). Then from AC, = prKi 
we have Zii = nAKi(p). If x,K, + ... + xqK4 = AX(p) we would have, 
upon multiplying through by nA, xlC, + ... + x& = O(p) in which 
case xi = O(p). We conclude that (Kl , K, , K3, K,), n L(A, p) = (0) 
which is impossible, on the basis of Lemma 7, if (Kl , K, , KS, K4)$ = 
R(D, p). We have also shown that L(D, p) n L(A, p) = (0) from which it 
follows that (D, ;T> = (D, A) + O(p) by Lemma 2. If we now set E = 
-(nA + B) we have EK, = -nAKi - i5Ki E -ci(p) since the residue 
modp of Ki is in L(D, p), and N(E) = -2n(A, a) + O(p). Choose e so 
that eN(E) = l(p), and set B = eE. We now have EK, + Zii z O(p) or 
N(E) Ki + EC, = O(p). Finally, Ki + Bc, = O(p). This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 10. Zf C, , C, , C, are linearly independent mod p and satisfy 
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(Ci , Ci) c O(p’) (r 2 1, i, j = 1, 2, 3) then there exist A, and A, , 
primitive modp, such that A$, = O(p)’ and CIA, = O(p)’ (i = 1, 2, 3). 
Zf Bl and Bz satisfy these congruences and are primitive modp then 
Bk = t,A,(p)r for some t, (k = 1, 2). 
Proof. We shall show that there is an A, A + O(p), which is unique 
mod p’, such that AC, = O(pr) the other result following by conjugation. 
We begin by proving the following. Given A, C, , C, , C, such that 
(1) C, , C, , C, are linearly independent mod p, (2) (Ci , Cj) = O(pr), 
(3) AC, = O(p). There exists C such that (1) C, C, , C, , C, are linearly 
independent mod p, (2) N(C) = O(p3, (3) (C, CJ = O(p’), and (4) AC = 
O(p). That this is true for r = 1 follows from Theorem 1 of Section 1. 
Assuming the statement for r we suppose (Ci , Cj) = O(pT+l) along with 
(1) and (3) from which it follows (by induction) that C satisfies (1) and 
(4) of the conclusion N(C) = O(pr), and (C, Ci) = O(p’). Set T = 
C + p’c’, C’ to be determined. Now T, C, , C, , C, are linearly independent 
modp and AT = O(p) for any C’. Also N(T) = N(C) + 2pr(C’, C)(p’+l) 
and (T, CJ = (C, Ci) + p’(C’, C,)(p’+l). If we set N(C) = tp’ and 
(C, Ci) = tip’ then N(T) = O(p7+l) and (Ci , T) = O(p’+l) if and only 
if t + 2(C’, C) = O(p) and ti + (C’, Ci) = O(p) (i = 1, 2, 3) has a solu- 
tion for C’. That this is the case follows from the fact that C, C, , C, , C, 
are linearly independent mod p. 
We now prove the original lemma by induction and notice that it is 
true for r = 1 by Lemma 3. Assuming the lemma for r we suppose that 
(Ci , CJ E O(p7f1) (i, j = 1, 2, 3). By induction there is A such that 
ACi = O(p7). We may now find C, such that C, , C, , C, , C, are linearly 
independent modp, (Ci , CJ = O(pr+l) (i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4) AC, = O(p). 
By Lemma 9 then is B, B $ U(p), such that either Bc, G O(p’+l) or 
CiB z O(p’+l). If C,B E O(p’+‘) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), we would have CiB E 
O(p) and AC, = O(p) which implies L(B, p) = R(A, p). This is impossible 
by Lemma 6. Therefore, BZ’, z O(pr+l) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), and, thus, 
BCi E O(p”+‘) (i = 1, 2, 3). 
Suppose now that AlCi = A,ci = O(p’+l) (i = 1, 2, 3). Then A, E 
tA, + p’K(p’+l), from which it follows that Kci = O(p), and, thus, 
K = sA,(p) or p’K = sprA,(pr+l). Finally, A, = (t + sp’) A,(pr+l). 
LEMMA 11. Zf an integral matrix M of order eight satisfies the con- 
gruence M’M = p’Z and has rank 4, mod p, then there is A, A $ O(p), 
with N(A) E O(p’) such that M is a right or a left divisor matrix of A. 
Proof. Let C, , C, , C, , C, be the Cayley numbers formed from the 
entries of four columns which are linearly independent modp. Now if 
C is another such Cayley number then xlC, + **- + xlC., = C(p). This 
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implies that C = tICI + ... + t,C,(p’) for some ti . To show this suppose 
C = tlCl + ... + t&(pk) k < r. Then C = tlCl + ... + t& +p’“K(pk‘+‘), 
and upon taking the inner product of each side with Ci (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) we 
have (K, CJ = O(p) which implies K = zlC, + ... + zpC4(p) since the 
orthogonal complement of maximal isotropic space is the space itself. 
Thus, we have C = (tr + pLzl) C, + ... + (f4 + @‘z,) C,(pl’+l). By 
Lemma 9 it is possible to find A, A f 0, N(A) = O(p’), such that AC, = 
O(pr) or C,A = O(p), and, therefore, AC = t,AC, + ... + tAC, = O(p’) 
or CA = t,C,A + ... + t,C, = O(p). Since N(C) = p’, we have from 
CA = O(p’) or AC = O(p’) that A = BC or A = CB for some B. 
Note. By Lemma 4 the rank condition for r = 1 is unnecessary. 
In what follows, V and W, will denote integral matrices of order four 
which satisfy V’V = W’W = --I@“) (the prime denoting transpose). U 
and Twill denote integral matrices of order eight which have determinant 
f 1. P and Q will denote permutation matrices of order eight. The equa- 
tion A4 = [V] U will replace 
M = [“;i’ ‘(1 u, 
where Z is the unit matrix of order four. 
LEMMA 12. Zf M is an integral matrix of rank four, modp, which 
satisfies M’M = peZ, then there exist P, V, and U such that PM = [V] U. 
Proof. This follows from the last lemma and the fact that every divisor 
matrix can be so represented. In fact P may be chosen so that the permu- 
tation it gives rise to on the basal elements of V is an automorphism. 
LEMMA 13. ZfM = [V]U = [WIT, M’M =p’Z then V = W(pe). 
Proof. p”Z = M’M = T’[ WJ[ V]U. Thus, 
pe(T’)-’ U-l= [W]‘[V] = [J$, f”eV WV-/-Z 
1. 
Therefore, W’V + Z = O(p’) and W( W’V + I) = -V + W = O(p’). 
THEOREM 1. Let M satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 12. Zf PM = [V] U, 
QM=[W]T, for some P, Q, U, T, V, and W, then IPl.lVl= 
lQl.1 Wj(p”).SinceIPI./ VI=-(p”)thesign,modpe,ofjPl.I VI 
is an invariant for M and will be denoted by s(M). 
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Proof. We will first prove the following statement. If M = [ V]U and 
QM = [IVIT then 1 Q 1 - [ W / = I V / (p”). A matrix of the form 
where Q1 and Q, are permutation matrices of order four, will be called 
a special permutation. Qij will denote the matrix obtained from the 
identity matrix by interchanging rows i and j where 1 < i < 4 and 
5 < j < 8. We will now prove the above statement where Q is a special 
permutation or a Qij . Suppose first that Q is a special permutation. Then 
By Lemma 13 I W 1 = / Q,VQ;’ I = j Q I * I V I (p”). Now suppose that 
Q is a Qii . From the equation Q& = Qi,[ V]U = [ W]T we conclude 
that the last four rows of Qii[ V] are linearly independent, modp, since 
this is the case for [WIT. This implies that (uilC , p) = 1 where k =j - 4. 
Now choose x and y such that xuik + yp” = 1. Let S be the matrix of 
order eight which differs from the identity matrix only in the ii, ij, ji, and 
jj positions where we have vik, y, -p’, and x, respectively. In what 
follows we will take i = 2 and j = 6 since this case is illustrative of the 











-P% 0 0 VI1 xv13 013 u14 
-Pe 000x 00 
-Pev12 Pe o v31 xv32 O33 v34 
-P%2 o Pe v4l 'xv42 v43 v44 
0 001 0 00’ 
0 0 0 1 V$l v23 v24 
0 000 0 10 
0 000 0 01 
By performing elementary column operations on H we finally obtain 
QzeM = [V,] U, where 
Vll - xv12 v21 - xv12 v13 - xv12v23 2114 - xv12vP4 
Vl = 
-xv21 X -XV23 -xv24 
031 - xv32 v21 - xv32 v33 - xv32v23 v34 - Xv32v24 




has the same determinant as V, . Using V’ V = --I(p) we have 
Thus, 1 W / = I V, I = I l’, I E -I VI = / Qza I j l’ I (p”). 
To return to the general case of an arbitrary permutation matrix Q we 
distinguish five cases. QM has either 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 of the last four rows of 
M among its first four rows. The first case has already been considered 
since Q is, in that case, a special permutation. Assuming the lemma for 
case t (1 < t < 5) suppose we have M = [v]T and QM = [ w]U where 
QM is of case t + 1. Consider now two sets of rows numbered as they 
are in PM: 
(1) those rows taken from the last four rows of PM which were 
among the first four rows of M and 
(2) those rows taken from the first four rows of PM which were 
among the last four rows of M. 
Fix a row, say the jth, from set (I). Then one among the elements 
wj-4,1e is prime to p, where k is the number of a row in set (2). For in the 
contrary case interchanging, in QM, the rows of sets (1) and (2) given a 
matrix PM in which the last four rows are linearly independent modp. 
But this happens for PM if and only if it happens for M, since P is a 
special permutation. However, the last four rows of M are linearly 
independent modp because M = [ V]T. Thus, by the same method that 
was used before, there is WI and Tl such that Qjk(QM) = [WI] Tl . The 
case considered for Qrk: gives I W I = 1 Qjlc j ( WI I. We also have 
(QjkQ)M = [W,]T where (QikQ)M is matrix of case t. Therefore, 
I QjkQ I I WI I = I I/ I (p”). Finally, I V I = I Q I I W I (~9. 
If we now have PM = [VU and QM = [M’l Tz then (PQ-‘)[W’JT = 
[v] U. Applying what has been proved already we see that 
iPQ-ll-I VI = / Wj(p”) or lQl.1 WI = IPI.1 PI. 
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LEMMA 14. Let M be an integral matrix with M’M = ml; m odd. If 
pe + m, and if the rank of M is four mod p then there exist integral matrices, 
M, and U such that M,‘M, = peI and M = M,U. Furthermore, M, is 
unique up to equivalence. 
Proof. If C, ,..., C, are the Cayley numbers whose coefficients are the 
columns of M then (Ci , CJ = O(p”). By Lemma 9 there exists a Cayley 
number A, such that A& = O(pe) or &4, = O(p”) (i = l,..., 8). Sup- 
pose A& = O(p”). Since N(A,) = N(A,) = O(pe) we may find for A, 
a right divisor matrix of norm p”. Let M, be such a matrix, and let the 
right divisors of A, , corresponding to M, , be C,‘,..., C,‘. We then have 
Ci G x~A, and Ci’ z YiA,(p”). From this it follows that (Ci , C,‘) z 
O(p”) (i,j = l,..., 8). Thus each Ci is a linear combination modp” of the 
C<‘, by an argument similar to that of Lemma 11. Hence, there is an 
integral matrix N such that M = M,N(pe). From this it follows that 
M,‘M =p”U or M = M,U, If M = N,T then M, = N,(TU-l). But 
M,‘M, = p”I = p”(TU-l)‘(TU-l) or (TU-l)‘(TU) = I. Hence, PU-l is a 
permutation matrix. 
Note. We could have written M, = MT(pe) just as well. Since each 
Ci’ is a linear combination of the Ci modp”. 
LEMMA 15. Let M be an integral matrix satisfying M’M = p”I, and 
PM = [v]U for some P, V, and U. Then M is a right or a left divisor 
matrixaccordingas~P~~~V~=I(pe)or~PI~~V~=-I(pe). 
Proof. Suppose M is a right (left) divisor matrix for A = A, + A2v, 
Ai in 2. By applying an automorphism to Y we may secure N(A,) + 
O(p). M is then changed to QM where QM is a right (left) divisor matrix, 
andlQl=l.Let 
X = x0 + x,i + xJ + x,k and Y = y. + yli + YJ + y&. 
Denote by (x) and (y) the column vectors formed from the components 
of X and Y, respectively. By the computations carried out in Section 1 
we have QM = [WjU where 
(y) = W(x)(p”) is equivalent to Y = -h&XA,(pC) in case M is a 
right divisor matrix or 
(y) z W(X)(p”) is equivalent to Y = -hA,XA,(p”) in case M is a 
left divisor matrix (hN(A,) = l(p”)). Hence I WI is equal to the deter- 
minant of the transformation X+ h&XA, or X + -hA, XA, , modp”. 
If B E 8, simple calculations show that the determinants of the trans- 
formations X+ XB, X -+ BX, and X -+ WB are N(B)2, N(B)2, and 
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--N(B)2, respectively. Using the fact that h2N(A,) N(A,) = -l(p”) we 
have that QM is a right or left divisor matrix according as / W j = 1 or 
-l(p’). But 1 P 1 . j V 1 = 1 Q 1 . I W / z I WI (p”). 
THEOREM 2. Let m = pi1 ... p$ be an odd positive integer. Let M be 
an integral matrix which has rank four modp, (i = I,..., n), and which 
satisfies M’M = mI. If M = MpiUi , where Ui and MDi are determined 
by Lemma 14, then a necessary and su#icient condition that M be a divisor 
matrix is that s(MV1) = s(M,~) = ..’ = s(M,,). Furthermore, M is a right 
or a left divisor matrix according as the common sign is 1 or - I. 
Proof. Suppose s(MP1) = ... = s(M,,). Let ADi be the Cayley number 
of which MDi is a divisor matrix. Then the equality among the s(M?J 
insures that the MPi are either all right or all left divisor matrices (we will 
suppose they are all right divisor matrices). By the Chinese remainder 
theorem find A such that A z ADi(p”t) (i = I,..., n). If C, ,..., C, are the 
Cayley numbers associated with A4 then we know that AC, = ApiCi = 
O(p”j) (i = l,..., 8, j = I,..., n). Thus, Aci = O(m) and the Ci are right 
divisors of A, of norm m. 
Conversely, suppose M is a right divisor matrix of A and that A4 = 
MDzUi . By the note at the end of Lemma 14 write Mpi = MT,(pp). 
If c, )...) C, are the Cayley numbers associated with MPd , it follows from 
the last congruence that AZ’, = O(p:‘). For the columns of MD< are 
linear combinations, modpfi, of the columns of M. Hence, each MDi is 
a right divisor matrix and the theorem follows by Lemma 15. 
THEOREM 3. IfM is a divisor matrix of norm m (m odd) define s(M) = 1 
or - 1 according as M is a right or left divisor matrix. if P is a permutation 
matrix then PM is a divisor matrix and s(PM) = 1 P I . s(M). 
Proof. If p’ II m and M = M,U(M,‘M, = p’I) then PM = (PM,)U 
and our theorem follows from Theorem 3 and Lemma 15. 
Given an odd positive integer m we now answer the following two 
questions. (1) If N(A) E N(B) E O(m), A and B, primitive mod m, when 
do A and B have the same set of right (left) divisors of norm m? (2) How 
many right left divisors or norm m may be specified? 
THEOREM 4. If N(A) E N(B) = O(m), A and B primitive mod m, then 
A and B have the same set of right (left) divisors of norm m tf and only if 
A = tB(m) for some t. 
Proof. The condition is clearly sufficient. Suppose now that A and B 
have the same right divisors of norm m. Let M be their common divisor 
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matrix, and let C, ,..., C, be the Cayley numbers associated with M. If 
p” 11 m we then have AC, 3 BCi = O(m), and, hence, AC, E BCi = 
O(pe) (I = l,..., 8). Thus, by Lemma 10, A = t,B(p”). Let t = t,(p”) for 
each p dividing m. Then A G tB(pe) for each such p and we have A = 
tB(m). 
THEOREM 5. Zf C, , C, , C, are linearly independent mod p, for each 
p dividing m, and if (Ci , Cj) = O(m) (i, j, = 1, 2, 3) then there exists A 
and B, N(A) = N(B) E O(m), such that AC< = C,B = O(m). Zf A’ and 
B’ also satkfy these congruences then A = tA’ and B = se’(m). 
Proof. Since (Ci , Cj) = O(pe) (p” 11 m) we may, by Lemma 10, find 
A, and B, such that A$, = ciB, = O(p”). If we set A = A,(p”) and 
B = B,(p”) (for each p) then AC, f CiB = O(m). Suppose now that 
A’Ci = O(m). Then, by Lemma 10, A = t,A’(p”), for each p. Find t so 
that t = tJp”), for each p. Then A = tA’(p”), for each p, and we have 
A = tA(m). 
Let C, , C, , C, be linearly independent mod p, for each p dividing m. 
Suppose also that (Ci , Cj) = m6i. . Then the last theorem states that 
there are number A and B of which the given three are right and left 
divisors, respectively. Furthermore, A and B are uniquely determined up 
to scalar multiples mod m. Hence, if N(A) = O(m) (A primitive mod m) 
then the right (left) divisors of A, of norm m, are uniquely determined by 
any three of them satisfying the above conditions. 
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